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Risky Gospel Oct 23 2019 How do you access a real, thriving, vibrant faith? You trust a big God, and you
start living like he’s real. It’s time to put our comfort and ease and false security on the line. If we know God
is real, let’s pray as if he’s actually listening. If we know he’s good, let’s reflect that goodness in the world.
When our problems feel big, let’s lean on the One who is bigger. Is that risky? “Sure,” says Owen Strachan.
“Embrace it anyway. It’s literally the only way to live.”
Homo Luminous Nov 04 2020 David Werden wants nothing more than to lead a quiet, ordinary life. But his
world is turned upside down when an unknown event changes the face of the planet. Realizing he cannot live
alone in the ruins of the old world, and compelled by a strange internal force to reach the sea, he sets out on
foot, carrying what he can, struggling against the harsh post-apocalyptic environment to search out others
who may still be alive. Thrust into the leadership of a band of survivors, David struggles to scratch out the
necessities of life while dealing with the staggering destruction and overwhelming sense of loss - and begins
to understand the tragic and marvelous events that have occurred to the planet and to humanity itself. Finding
love and betrayal, he must fight those who cling to the old world with all their strength and those who wish to
stamp out the growing number of people coming to terms with their new levels of perception and insight into
the Universal Mind.
The Battle Begins Oct 15 2021 Introducing a brand new series of Action Bible graphic novels featuring
vivid new artwork from Sergio Cariello. Even as God walked through the beauty of His new creation, and

breathed life into Adam, His masterpiece ... a warrior-angel gives into his pride—and commits the ultimate
betrayal. Witness Adam and Eve falling into Lucifer's trap, as the battle for eternity begins in this brilliantly
presented retelling of Creation, the Fall, and God's promise of redemption.
The Acts of the Apostles Feb 25 2020 Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's
followers during the 30 years after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples,
spread the message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With
an introduction by P.D. James
Catechism of the Catholic Church Feb 07 2021 Over 3 million copies sold! Essential reading for Catholics of
all walks of life. Here it is - the first new Catechism of the Catholic Church in more than 400 years, a
complete summary of what Catholics around the world commonly believe. The Catechism draws on the
Bible, the Mass, the Sacraments, Church tradition and teaching, and the lives of saints. It comes with a
complete index, footnotes and cross-references for a fuller understanding of every subject. The word
catechism means "instruction" - this book will serve as the standard for all future catechisms. Using the
tradition of explaining what the Church believes (the Creed), what she celebrates (the Sacraments), what she
lives (the Commandments), and what she prays (the Lord's Prayer), the Catechism of the Catholic Church
offers challenges for believers and answers for all those interested in learning about the mystery of the
Catholic faith. The Catechism of the Catholic Church is a positive, coherent and contemporary map for our
spiritual journey toward transformation.
Toddlers' Action Bible Jul 12 2021 A collection of twenty Old and New Testament stories told with
interactive devotions for the parent or teacher to act out with children.
The Action Bible Heroes Card Collection Mar 08 2021
The Gospel According to Mark May 30 2020 The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as
an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his devoted but

disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be explained secretly to his
followers. With an introduction by Nick Cave
Discovery of the Five Senses Sep 02 2020 A suspenseful incident in a forbidden preserve heightens the
senses of five friends. Sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell become super-gifts that forever change the world.
But furious battles confront the boys as they try to understand their sensory super powers in a race to save
mankind. With light beings and mysterious strangers complicating their plight, will the boys be able to defeat
the evil Druth before it’s too late? Get prepared for the twisting and grinding of this award-winning, actionadventure story — an edge-of-your-seat narrative for young and mature readers alike.
The NIV Action Study Bible-Premium Edition Aug 01 2020 The NIV Action Study Bible helps preteens build
a strong foundation of faith to last a lifetime. For fans of The Action Bible(R) who want to go beyond the
pictures and deeper into God's redemptive story, The NIV Action Study Bible is a full-text study Bible that
takes preteens (ages 9 and up) further into the heart of God's Word and connects His timeless truth to their
lives today. The Action Bible has introduced millions of kids to the stories in the Bible with its dramatic
comic-book-style illustrations. Now they can go deeper with The NIV Action Study Bible. Designed to
encourage a stronger connection with God, this essential study Bible includes the complete NIVÒ translation
and brings preteens into the action with these features: What About This? Insights to tough questions about
faith Unlock It! Who did what, when, where ... and why it matters Guess It! Person, place, or thing? Guessing
fun with five clues Find It! A distinct icon that appears whenever a story is included in the The Action Bible
Activate Reflection on Bible themes and how they apply to life today Ancient Archives Cultural history of
ancient times--what were clothes, houses, weapons, food, celebrations, and traditions like? Experience the
Drama Comic book artist Sergio Cariello's dramatic illustrations capture the imagination and transport
readers to another time. Forty full-color illustrated pages throughout the Bible and over two hundred in-text
black and white illustrations. Plus book introductions, maps, a dictionary, concordance, and more!

The Action Bible: Christmas Story Nov 23 2019
Good and Evil Coloring Aug 21 2019 A high quality Coloring Book covering the first three chapters of our
highly successful Good and Evil Bible Storybook. The book starts with Lesson 1: "The Creation" and ends
with Lesson 3 where God punished Cain for killing Able. The coloring book starts with Bible references
from Genesis, Chapter 1 through Genesis 4:16.
The Action Bible Anytime Devotions Aug 25 2022 As today’s kids face a culture of comparison, temptation,
and bullying, they need to know God is with them and for them, and He has already proven His power to
help them overcome. The Action Bible Anytime Devotions invites kids ages 8–12 to connect with God by
exploring Bible truth and applying it to their real-world struggles—anytime, anywhere, and as often as they
need encouragement. All-new original illustrations engage kids in vivid scenes from Bible stories, while each
of the 90 devotions tackles a relevant topic such as anger, honesty, and identity. Every action verse, practical
question, life application, and simple prayer helps build their faith in God and strengthen their character. So
when they’re confronted with confusing issues or challenging choices, kids can count on God’s promises to
hold true for them no matter what. Families who love The Action Bible will perfectly relate to The Action
Bible Anytime Devotions as they dig deeper into God’s Word and experience the confidence that can only
come from knowing and following Him.
Unstoppable Mar 28 2020 New York Times bestseller Being unstoppable is about believing and achieving.
It’s about having faith in yourself, your talents and your purpose and, most of all, in God’s great love and His
divine plan for your life. Millions around the world recognize the smiling face and inspirational message of
Nick Vujicic. Despite being born without arms or legs, Nick’s challenges have not kept him from enjoying
great adventures, a fulfilling and meaningful career, and loving relationships. Nick has overcome trials and
hardships by focusing on the promises that he was created for a unique and specific purpose, that his life has
value and is a gift to others, and that no matter the despair and hard times in life, God is always present. Nick

credits his success in life to the power that is unleashed when faith takes action. But how does that happen?
In Unstoppable Nick addresses adversity and difficult circumstances that many people face today, including:
• Personal crises • Relationship issues • Career and job challenges • Health and disability concerns • Selfdestructive thoughts, emotions, and addictions • Bullying, persecution, cruelty, and intolerance • Balance in
body, mind, heart, and spirit • Service to others Through stories from his own life and the experiences of
many others, Nick explains how anyone wanting a “ridiculously good life” can respond to these issues and
more to become unstoppable. What’s standing in your way? Are you ready to become unstoppable?
The Picture Bible Apr 21 2022 Retells the stories of the Bible in comic strip format, including the stories of
Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses, David, Ruth, Esther, and Jesus
The NIV Action Study Bible Sep 14 2021 The NIV Action Study Bible helps preteens build a strong
foundation of faith to last a lifetime. For fans of The Action Bible• who want to go beyond the pictures and
deeper into God's redemptive story, The NIV Action Study Bible is a full-text study Bible that takes preteens
(ages 9 and up) further into the heart of God's Word and connects His timeless truth to their lives today. The
Action Bible has introduced millions of kids to the stories in the Bible with its dramatic comic-book-style
illustrations. Now they can go deeper with The NIV Action Study Bible. Designed to encourage a stronger
connection with God, this essential study Bible includes the complete NIV• translation and brings preteens
into the action with these features: What About This? Insights to tough questions about faith Unlock It! Who
did what, when, where ... and why it matters Guess It! Person, place, or thing? Guessing fun with five clues
Find It! A distinct icon that appears whenever a story is included in the The Action Bible Activate Reflection
on Bible themes and how they apply to life today Ancient Archives Cultural history of ancient times--what
were clothes, houses, weapons, food, celebrations, and traditions like? Experience the Drama Comic book
artist Sergio Cariello's dramatic illustrations capture the imagination and transport readers to another time.
Forty full-color illustrated pages throughout the Bible and over two hundred in-text black and white

illustrations. Plus book introductions, maps, a dictionary, concordance, and more.
Good and Evil May 10 2021 The critically acclaimed Good and Evil (Independent Publishers 2009 Bronze
Medal Winner in the Graphic Novel/Drama category and 2009 Forward Book Award Finalist) truly is at the
top of the illustrated Bible offerings; the ultimate superhero" graphic novel is making a huge impact
worldwide and is now available in 45 languages.
Egermeier's Bible Story Book Jun 18 2019 As a more economical alternative to the standard hardbound
edition, this softbound version of Egermeier's Bible Story Book brings you all the same text, artwork and
study guides (minus the expanded map section).
The Action Bible Handbook Jan 18 2022 Pairs biblical terms with their definitions along with simple
explanations of biblical context and colorful illustrations.
The Action Bible: Heroes and Villains Jul 24 2022 This extensive, full-color guide to Bible characters
includes fascinating facts and figures about the Bible’s most curious but sometimes relatable people.
Including all-new illustrations from graphic artist Sergio Cariello, The Action Bible Heroes and Villains
draws in young readers with: Colorful info about the crazy origins, amazing occupations, and strengths and
failings of more than 75 Bible characters. Historical background and “Where Is It Now?” guides to ancient
and modern-day locations. Diagrams, stories, and fun facts about food, clothing, traditions, individual quirks,
and miraculous interventions. From Adam and Eve’s most embarrassing moment to the details of a Roman
soldier’s armor to Zechariah’s hometown, the unique insights and dynamic illustrations in this jam-packed
guide jump off the pages and into kids’ minds and hearts as they meet people just like them whom God used
in His redemptive story.
Good and Evil Aug 13 2021 A huge success in its original black and white format, Good and Evil has been
reprinted larger and exquisitely colorized. Good and Evil is Gods redemption plan told chronologically from
Genesis to Revelation. The 324-page book written by Michael Pearl and illustrated by Danny Bulanadi,

former of Marvel Comics (Incredible Hulk), resembles an oversized comic book. Good and Evil begins
where God began, in the book of Genesis, with the Creator, the fall of man, the law, blood sacrifice, and the
prophecies of the coming Redeemer, thus preparing the people to fully understand the gospel of Christ. Good
and Evil captivates those who would not normally pick up a Bible. In addition to the color art, each page
footnotes Scriptural passages for further Bible study. Young and old, teens, prisoners, military personnel, and
Christian workers have testified to the incredible impact Good and Evil has made on their understanding of
the Bible.
A Call to Action Apr 09 2021 In the highly acclaimed bestselling A Call to Action, President Jimmy Carter
addresses the world’s most serious, pervasive, and ignored violation of basic human rights: the ongoing
discrimination and violence against women and girls. President Carter was encouraged to write this book by
a wide coalition of leaders of all faiths. His urgent report covers a system of discrimination that extends to
every nation. Women are deprived of equal opportunity in wealthier nations and “owned” by men in others,
forced to suffer servitude, child marriage, and genital cutting. The most vulnerable and their children are
trapped in war and violence. A Call to Action addresses the suffering inflicted upon women by a false
interpretation of carefully selected religious texts and a growing tolerance of violence and warfare. Key
verses are often omitted or quoted out of context by male religious leaders to exalt the status of men and
exclude women. And in nations that accept or even glorify violence, this perceived inequality becomes the
basis for abuse. Carter draws upon his own experiences and the testimony of courageous women from all
regions and all major religions to demonstrate that women around the world, more than half of all human
beings, are being denied equal rights. This is an informed and passionate charge about a devastating effect on
economic prosperity and unconscionable human suffering. It affects us all.
The Action Bible Guess-It Game Nov 16 2021
The Action Bible Easter Story Mar 20 2022 You have a new way to share the true story of Easter with your

children: The Action Bible Easter Story. This Bible booklet is easy for kids to understand, as illustrations
from Marvel and DC Comics artist Sergio Cariello bring the story of Jesus to life. Parents, see how easily
you can teach your children about the miracle of Jesus's life, death, and resurrection using this tool.
Churches, The Action Bible Easter Story is the perfect resource for Sunday school teachers and families.
Don't forget the most important gift of all this year. Share the true meaning of Easter with The Action Bible
Easter Story.
The Action Bible May 22 2022 Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action Bible, The Action Bible
Study Bible ESV is a groundbreaking study Bible that helps preteens understand and connect with the
timeless truth of God's Word.
The Action Bible Coloring Book Jun 23 2022 Art meets devotions in The Action Bible Coloring Book,
allowing children of all ages to create their own Bible masterpieces while engaging in thoughtful devotional
materials. 55 compelling drawings by acclaimed artist Sergio Cariello will captivate children as they create
their own unique masterpieces of the real-life heroes of the Bible. Turn the page and discover a wealth of
exciting information meant to introduce each Bible person to the child through an informative introduction
including the hero’s experiences in God’s Word. Additional information includes a devotional emphasizing
the importance of connecting children to the actions of these heroes, several thoughtful questions meant to be
shared with an adult or friend, a Scripture verse, and references to more information on each hero in both The
Action Bible and The Action Storybook Bible, where applicable. Beginning with Adam and Eve and
including such compelling people as Abraham, David, Esther, Mary, Peter, Lazarus, and the redemptive story
of Jesus, this brand-new product will spark the imagination and deepen the faith of all who encounter it.
The Action Bible Study Bible ESV Jun 11 2021 Based on the phenomenal bestseller The Action Bible, The
Action Bible Study Bible ESV is a groundbreaking study Bible that helps preteens understand and connect
with the timeless truth of God's Word. Premium slate gray binding makes this special edition the perfect gift

for kids ages 9 to 12.
The In-Between Place Jul 20 2019 Jesus’ journey to the woman at the well in Samaria offers insights and
hope for women today to make peace with the past, find hope in the present, and step into the future. God
wants us to move toward the goodness He has planned for us. But what do we do when challenges stop our
forward momentum? What’s the next step when we fall into a pit of despair with the determination knocked
right out of us? On his way from Judea to Galilee, Jesus traveled through Samaria, a broken place everyone
knew to avoid. In Samaria he stopped in Shechem, where evil had gained such a foothold of power that it
eventually reigned. Yet the place once condemned as somewhere no one wanted to visit—let alone hang out
in for a while—was the location of one Samaritan woman’s most hope-filled encounter with the Savior. The
In-Between Place offers deeply important insights to anyone who feels stuck and can’t see a way forward. It
is for the person who feels that if she looks left, her face will be scraped by an immovable boulder, and if she
looks right, she’ll see nothing but hard to handle. It’s for the person who feels lost and is not sure she is
worth the effort to be found, for the person who feels overlooked and unfulfilled. Because sometimes Jesus
saves our greatest spiritual breakthroughs for our in-between places.
The Kingstone Bible Dec 17 2021 The Kingstone Bible is a collection of classic stories of faith from the Old
Testament including the creation of mankind through the Tower of Babel, Moses and the Exodus, the
deliverance of the Jews from Egypt, the Ten Commandments, the journey into the Promised Land, Esther and
the deliverance of Jews, and Samson and his moral failings, but ultimate triumph.
The Action Bible Oct 27 2022 The Action Bible presents more than 230 fast-paced narratives in
chronological order, making it easy to follow the Bible’s historical flow and building up to the thrilling
climax of God’s redemptive story. Plus, these spectacular updates take the action to a whole new level: 25
new stories showcase a more extensive exploration of God’s work in our lives. 23 expanded stories highlight
additional experiences of the people who tell God’s story. 128 new pages of illustrations deliver a richer

artistic experience with more close-up faces, historical details, and dramatic colors. Every page sparks
excitement to explore God’s Word and know Him personally. Readers will witness God’s active presence in
the world through stories from the life of Jesus and great heroes of the faith. Let this blend of powerful
imagery and clear storytelling capture your imagination and instill the truth that invites you to discover your
own adventure of life with God. Sergio Cariello’s illustrations for The Action Bible leap off the page with the
same thrilling energy that earned him international recognition for his work with Marvel Comics and DC
Comics.
Growing with God Student Manual Dec 05 2020 Teaches students about God through the stories and
activities centered around the lives of major Bible characters. Designed to challenge the student's heart and
his head.
Apologetics in Action (Teacher Guide) Jan 26 2020 Unique biblical studies course for students!Are there
really contradictions in the Bible, and can it be relied upon for historical accuracy?What is scriptural
authority; does it matter?How does a skeptical world impact your view?The Bible is increasingly under
attack from every direction. Whether secular scholars or those in the Church try to tie in evolutionary
concepts to match origin explanations that are not biblical, the accuracy and relevance of the Bible is at
question. This course covers both volumes of How Do We Know the Bible Is True?, as well as Demolishing
Supposed Bible Contradictions. Learn important details that can strengthen your confidence in the Bible's
inerrant nature. Discover how the Bible proves itself, and the insight you need to strengthen your faith and
defend God's Word!
A Children's Bible: A Novel Oct 03 2020 Finalist for the 2020 National Book Award for Fiction One of the
New York Times' Ten Best Books of the Year Named one of the best novels of the year by Time,
Washington Post, NPR, Chicago Tribune, Esquire, BBC, and many others National Bestseller "A blistering
little classic." —Ron Charles, Washington Post A Children’s Bible follows a group of twelve eerily mature

children on a forced vacation with their families at a sprawling lakeside mansion. Contemptuous of their
parents, the children decide to run away when a destructive storm descends on the summer estate, embarking
on a dangerous foray into the apocalyptic chaos outside. Lydia Millet’s prophetic and heartbreaking story of
generational divide offers a haunting vision of what awaits us on the far side of Revelation.
The Gospel According to John Sep 21 2019 The publication of the King James version of the Bible,
translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is
universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, worldclass literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and
the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of literature and remind us of its
overwhelming contemporary relevance.
Core Christianity Jun 30 2020 What beliefs are core to the Christian faith? This book is here to help you
understand the reason for your hope as a Christian so that you can see it with fresh sight and invite others into
the conversation. A lot of Christians take their story—the narratives that give rise to their beliefs—for
granted. They pray, go to church, perhaps even read their Bible. But they might be stuck if a stranger asked
them to explain what they believe and why they believe it. Author, pastor, and theologian Mike Horton
unpacks the essential and basic beliefs that all Christians share in a way that is easy to understand and
applicable to our lives today. And in a way that will make you excited to be a Christian! Core Christianity
covers topics like: Jesus as both fully God and fully man. The doctrine of the Trinity. The goodness of God
despite a broken world. The ways God speaks. The meaning of salvation. What is the Christian calling?
Includes discussion questions for individual or group use. This introduction to the basic doctrines of
Christianity is perfect for those who are new to the faith, as well as those who have an interest in deepening
their understanding of what it means to be a follower of Jesus Christ.

The Action Bible Devotional Feb 19 2022 Pairs fifty-two Bible stories in graphic novel format with activities
and questions that can be used as a weekly devotional.
Back in Action Apr 28 2020 Back in Action is an excellent, informative companion to Sarah Key's widely
acclaimed Back Sufferer's Bible, answering all the most commonly asked questions about back pain.
The Action Storybook Bible Sep 26 2022 The Action Storybook Bible invites families with children ages 8
and under to explore God’s redemptive story together. From the sleek and amazing creatures God created at
the beginning of the world to the powerful kings who reigned over ancient Israel to Jesus’s gift of eternal life
for you and your family—God has a beautiful and exciting plan for the world. Where do you fit into that
plan? How are the truths found in God’s Word reflected in your life? This Bible storybook features 15
episodes highlighting key milestones in God’s story, packed with dozens of scenes—combining stories from
God’s Word with brand-new captivating illustrations from Brazilian master-artist Sergio Cariello, illustrator
of the bestselling The Action Bible. Discover your family’s place in God’s redemptive story and together put
your faith into action! Interactive features include: Fifteen episodes loaded with over 350 brand-new
illustrations from master-artist Sergio Cariello. Short and easy reading for all ages. Take turns telling God’s
redemptive story! The Life, Faith, Action! feature wraps up each episode and helps your family recognize
how God is moving through each story, discover how that relates to your daily lives, and feel inspired to put
your faith into action. Heroes Hall of Fame index, where you can look up your favorite Bible characters and
discover their stories!
I Am God, I Am Jesus, I Am Allah, the Truth Will Set You Free Jan 06 2021 In this book I am going to tell
you many things you probably have not heard of before, and with Gods help I will tell the story, God wants
you to hear. God and Noel started talking to me when I was four years old, God calls me Allah and Noel calls
me father.
Holy Bible Dec 25 2019 A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover pew and ministry Bible featuring a

large 12-point font.
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